Temporal expectations affect retrospective temporal judgments: evidence in favour of assimilation effects
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Abstract: A study containing four experiments provided evidence in favour of assimilation effects in retrospective duration judgments due to temporal expectations. In this study, the participants did not know in advance that they would have to reproduce the duration of a target interval. Temporal expectations were induced prior to the target interval by the repeated presentation of a visually filled interval (the expectancy interval). Both the duration of the expectancy interval and the number of presentations of that interval were varied between subjects. The experiments showed a clear assimilation effect of temporal expectations on reproduced duration, indicated by judged durations strongly resembling the duration of the expectancy interval. This effect increased with the magnitude of the difference between the expectancy interval and the target interval, and with the number of repetitions of the expectancy interval. Results were discussed with reference to Helson’s adaptation-level theory.
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1. Introduction

Though expectations are ubiquitous and do certainly guide our behaviour, there is still only a small number of studies that investigated the effects of expectations on temporal judgments. Temporal expectations may be established either incidentally via a temporally regular structure, or deliberately by informative (verbal) cues [1]. Some of the oldest experiments addressing the effect of expectancy on time estimation were concerned with determinants of the temporal indifference interval (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5]). In these experiments, temporal judgments often resembled the duration of preceding intervals, which appeared to establish a frame of reference for succeeding temporal judgments.

The role expectations might play in temporal judgments has been re-examined in recent years. For example, within a prospective timing task, [6] presented participants sequences of tones, with inter-onset intervals (IOIs) separating the tones being equal. The two last tones of the sequence confined the standard interval, which was longer than, shorter than, or equal to the IOIs. The standard interval was succeeded by a comparison interval, of which the duration had to be judged. Results showed a significant effect of the preceding IOIs on duration judgment: If the IOIs were longer than the standard, the standard was judged on average as being longer than the comparison. If, however, the IOIs were shorter than the standard, the standard was likely to be judged as being shorter than the comparison. In other words, the preceding IOIs appeared to alter the subjective duration of the standard, with long IOIs resulting in a prolonged internal standard, and with short IOIs resulting in a shortened internal standard. Similarly, [7] examined how an added sequence of temporal intervals that preceded the to-be-judged intervals affected a prospective same-different task. Results indicated that temporal judgments were most accurate when all intervals preceding the to-be-judged interval were equal in duration to the to-be-judged interval.

Whereas there is some evidence that temporal expectations lead to assimilation effects in prospective temporal judgments, fewer studies were concerned with examining how temporal expectations do affect time estimation in retrospective. In contrast to prospective judgment tasks, the participants in retrospective judgment tasks do not know in advance that they will be required to estimate time. Most of the results from retrospective timing tasks were gained from studies that investigated the experience of waiting times. For example, [8] let her participants wait for the beginning of an experiment slightly more than four minutes. In one experi-
mental condition the participants were provided with the (false) information that they had to wait for two minutes. In another condition, no information was given as to the expected duration of the wait. Perceived duration was shorter in the former condition than in the latter one. Similar results were obtained in a study conducted by [9] whose participants waited for being registered for a computer course. One group received (correct) information about the expected length of the wait, whereas the other group did not get any information about the wait’s duration. The participants who received waiting-time information judged the waiting time more precisely than participants without information. Recently, [10] conducted a series of experiments which examined whether temporal expectancies affected retrospective judgments of durations. One of the main results of this study was that the duration of the waiting period positively correlated with the reproductions of the target duration, that is, the longer (or shorter) the waiting period was, the longer (or shorter) were the reproductions of the target duration.

A theory that might be capable of explaining assimilation effects in duration judgments due to temporal expectancies is the adaptation-level theory [11, 12, 13]. According to this theory, all relevant stimuli that are presented within an experimental session establish a frame of reference that is used for later judgments [14, 15, 16]. This frame of reference is the adaptation level, and several models for its quantification had been proposed. For example, Helson [11] suggested to conceive the adaptation level as the geometric mean of all stimuli presented, whereas others (and even Helson some years later) proposed the arithmetic mean as being a better estimate for the adaptation level [12, 17, 18].

Adaptation-level theory has been applied to explaining temporal judgments, predominantly within prospective paradigms (e.g., [19, 20, 21]). However, the main principle of adaptation-level theory, namely that judgments of stimuli (durations) are affected by a frame of reference, is valid for both judgment paradigms. According to most theories of human timing (e.g., [22]), temporal judgments within either paradigm involve at least three stages of information processing: (1) the encoding of the to-be-judged duration, (2) the storage of a reference duration that is going to serve as a standard for the judgment, and (3) a comparison between the standard and the to-be-judged duration. Whereas the first stage should be rather unaffected by stimuli that precede the to-be-judged stimulus, storage of a reference duration and the subsequent comparison process are not. The reference duration may be composed of durations that preceded the to-be-judged duration, thus forming some kind of average duration which will serve as a standard in later comparisons. Accordingly, judgment of duration will strongly depend on this standard established by preceding durations.

The expected duration of a to-be-judged stimulus may also be regarded as a frame of reference for temporal judgments. Contents of reference memory might be changed according to temporal expectations by replacing (or at least modifying) the internal standard by the average of encountered durations [23, 24, 25]. In a similar vein, some authors [26] assume that the mean of preceding intervals determines an expected value for the internal standard.

With the present study, adaptation-level theory was used for explaining effects of temporal expectancy on retrospective temporal judgments. Temporal expectancy was established by the succession of intervals of constant duration prior to the to-be-judged interval. Although some studies have shown that assimilation effects in temporal judgments due to temporal expectancy do occur in retrospective judgments (e.g., [8, 9, 10]), some problems are still unresolved. For instance, it is unclear whether the strength of expectancy or the difference between expected duration and target duration affects temporal judgments. Since the adaptation-level is conceived of as the average of experienced durations, more repetitions of preceding intervals should result in an adaptation level being more similar to the preceding intervals. Hence, the assimilation effect should be more pronounced, the more intervals preceded the target duration. With respect to the difference between the duration of preceding intervals and the duration of the target interval, it was supposed that according to adaptation-level theory larger differences should elicit larger assimilation effects.

The first two experiments were conducted primarily in order to replicate the results of [10], with only marginal changes of the experimental procedure. In addition, the effect of varying numbers of expectancy intervals and of varying differences between the duration of expectancy and target intervals on the assimilation effect was examined with Experiment 3 and 4.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants

In this experiment nine men and 21 women participated, with a mean age of 40.2 (SD = 12.7) years. The participants were randomly and in equal number \( n = 15 \) assigned to the two conditions of the experiment.

2.1.2. Materials and Procedure

The stimuli were presented and responses were recorded by a laptop running with a 1-GHz processor. The experimental program was written with E-Prime®, Version 1.1. The participants were given an attention test [27] which served as an activity period within the experiment. In this test, the participants had to mark the letter “d”, combined with two dashes, as frequently as possible within an array of similar letters. The participants began with the activity after having heard a high-pitched (800 Hz) tone and stopped with this activity after the presentation of a low-pitched (400 Hz) tone, presented via headphones. Each tone lasted for 500 ms. After the period of activity a waiting period (the expectancy interval) followed in which the participants watched a grey square (9 x 9 cm) presented in the middle of a computer monitor screen. Then, another period of activity followed, which was followed by another expectancy interval, and so forth. This sequence of activity and waiting was repeated...
nine times. The last waiting period within the sequence was the target duration which was to be judged by the participants. Thereafter, the participants judged the target duration by using a reproduction task. After the onset of a visual stimulus they pressed a button on the computer keyboard to terminate the stimulus when experiencing matching duration of that stimulus and the target interval.

Both the duration of the target interval and the duration of the period of activity were kept constant in all conditions (15 s). The duration of the expectancy intervals presented prior to the target interval was either 10 s or 20 s.

2.2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the results of Experiment 1.

![Figure 1. Mean reproduction times obtained from Experiment 1, plotted against the different E durations (on the x-axis). Error bars mean standard errors.](image)

As indicated by Figure 1, reproductions were largely affected by the expectancy interval $E$. With $E = 10$ s, reproductions were rather short ($M = 9.49$ s, $SD = 4.30$), whereas with $E = 20$ s, reproductions were much longer on average ($M = 13.97$ s, $SD = 6.39$). The difference between both mean reproductions was significant, $t(28) = -2.25$, $p = .032$, $\eta^2 = .153$.

The results obtained from Experiment 1 show a clear assimilation effect of reproduced durations towards the expected duration. If the expected duration was longer than the target duration, reproductions were on average longer than if the expected duration was shorter than the target duration.

3. Experiment 2

The first aim of Experiment 2 was to reproduce the assimilation effect obtained from the previous experiment. Moreover, with Experiment 2, a zero-assimilation condition was established wherein the expectancy interval was equal to the target interval. It was assumed that no assimilation effect should occur when the target interval equals the expectancy interval.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

In this experiment 16 men and 23 women participated, having a mean age of 29.8 years ($SD = 11.4$). The participants were randomly and in equal number assigned to the three conditions of the experiment.

As in Experiment 1, the duration of the target interval and the duration of the period of activity were kept constant in all conditions (15 s). The duration of the expectancy interval was 10 s or 20 s. Additionally, a third condition was established which entailed an expectancy interval that equalled the target interval (15 s).

3.1.2. Materials and Procedure

All stimuli used (except for the third condition), as well as the procedure, were identical to those used in the previous experiment.

3.2. Results and Discussion

As can be seen in Figure 2, reproduced durations varied according to the expectancy interval. Reproductions were shortest with $E = 10$ s ($M = 7.64$ s, $SD = 2.91$), longest with $E = 20$ s ($M = 15.29$ s, $SD = 5.4$), and lay in between with $E = 15$ s ($M = 10.06$ s, $SD = 2.38$). Analysis of variance with duration of expectancy interval as between-subjects factor produced a significant main effect, $F(2, 36) = 13.75$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2 = .433$. Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed significant differences of reproductions between the $E = 10$ s condition and the $E = 20$ s condition, and between the $E = 15$ s condition and the $E = 20$ s condition.

![Figure 2. Mean reproduction times obtained from Experiment 2, plotted against the different E durations (on the x-axis). Error bars mean standard errors.](image)

As assumed, assimilation effects in temporal reproductions were observed in Experiment 2 in conditions wherein the target interval was different from the expectancy interval. Temporal reproductions were shorter with short expectancy intervals and longer with long expectancy intervals. In case of the expectancy interval being equal to the target interval, mean reproductions were between the reproductions of the remaining conditions. However, although no assimilation
was expected to occur in this condition, mean reproductions were shorter than the target interval. This result appears to reflect a general trend to underestimate presented target intervals.

4. Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, the expectancy intervals preceding the target duration differed only by two seconds from the target duration. As with the previous experiments, it was assumed that shorter Es should result in shorter reproductions, whereas longer Es should lead to longer reproductions. Moreover, the number of Es was varied. It was expected that the assimilation effect on reproductions would be stronger, the more Es preceded the target interval. Thus, the difference between the target duration and the reproduction of the target duration should increase with increasing number of Es. In terms of analysis of variance, an interaction between number of Es and duration of Es was expected to occur. The values of the independent variable “duration of Es” were 13 seconds and 17 seconds, the values of the independent variable “number of Es” were 2 and 20. Thus, four experimental conditions were realized.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants

Sixteen men and 24 women with a mean age of 26.4 years ($SD = 5.4$) participated in Experiment 3. The participants were randomly and in equal number ($n = 10$) assigned to the four conditions.

4.1.2. Materials and Procedure

The stimuli and procedure were identical to those of the previous experiments. However, changes were made according to the duration and the number of presentations of the expectancy intervals. The duration of the expectancy intervals was either 13 s or 17 s. The number of presentations of the expectancy interval was either two or twenty. Thus, the experiment had a 2 x 2 factorial structure, with duration and number of expectancy intervals as independent variables.

4.2. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 displays the results of Experiment 3. The figure shows the mean reproduction times, plotted against the different durations and the different numbers of Es.

Apparentl, the duration of $E$ affected temporal reproductions, with shorter Es yielding shorter reproductions than with longer Es. Moreover, the number of preceding Es appeared to affect temporal reproductions as well. When only two Es were presented, differences in mean reproductions between short and long expectancy intervals were smaller than when 20 Es were presented.

Analysis of variance, with duration and number of Es as between-subject factors, and reproduction time as dependent variable, produced a significant main effect of duration of $E$, $F(1, 36) = 6.03, p = .019, \eta^2 = .144$. Neither the main effect of number of presentations of $E$, nor the interaction effect, was significant, all $ps > .44$.

Whereas the hypothesis of the occurrence of an assimilation effect could be confirmed, the hypothesis of different strengths of the assimilation effect due to different numbers of the presentation of the expectancy interval had to be rejected. Although visual inspection of Figure 3 suggests slightly more pronounced assimilation in case of a large quantity of repetitions of $E$ prior to the target interval, this difference did not reach statistical significance. Since only a small effect due to the number of presentations of $E$ was expected, the comparatively small number of individuals participating in this experiment might be responsible for not detecting the effect, if it had been present.

5. Experiment 4

In Experiment 4 a larger difference (10 seconds) between the duration of $E$ and the target duration was used. Again, it was expected that reproductions of the target duration should be biased by an assimilation effect. That is, reproductions should vary depending on the duration of the Es, with longer Es resulting in longer reproductions, and vice versa. Moreover, compared to Experiment 3, this assimilation effect should be more pronounced when more Es were induced prior to the target duration. As in Experiment 3, four conditions were realized, which differed regarding the duration of the Es (5 seconds versus 25 seconds), and the number of Es (2 versus 20).

5.1. Method

5.1.1. Participants

A total of 40 volunteers (twelve males and 28 females) participated, with a mean age of 24.3 years ($SD = 4.8$). The participants were randomly and in equal number ($n = 10$) assigned to the four conditions of the experiment.

5.1.2. Materials and Procedure

The stimuli and material used were the same as in Expe-
riment 3, except for the durations of the Es. The difference between the Es and the target duration was raised to 10 seconds, which resulted in a short duration (5 seconds) and a long duration (25 seconds) of E.

The procedure of Experiment 4 was identical to that of the previous experiments.

5.2. Results and Discussion

The results of Experiment 4 are depicted in Figure 4. Obviously, there was a definite effect of E on the reproductions of the target duration. Longer Es yielded longer reproductions, and vice versa. Moreover, there was an interaction between numbers of Es and duration of Es: The assimilation effect, that is, the participants’ tendency to reproduce E rather than the target duration, was more pronounced with 20 Es than with 2 Es.

![Figure 4. Mean reproduction times obtained from Experiment 4, plotted against the different E durations (on the x-axis), and the different numbers of Es (indicated by open versus filled circles). Error bars mean standard errors.](image)

These apparent results were confirmed by analysis of variance, with duration and number of Es as between-subject factors, and reproduction time as dependent variable. ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of duration of Es, $F(1, 36) = 45.36, p < .001$, $\eta^2 = .558$, and a significant interaction, $F(1, 36) = 4.39, p = .043$, $\eta^2 = .109$. The main effect of numbers of Es was not significant, $F(1, 36) = 0.62, p = .437$, $\eta^2 = .017$.

In line with the hypotheses stated, Experiment 4 revealed an assimilation effect on reproductions. Moreover, this assimilation effect was even more pronounced with a large number of Es than with only two Es. The latter effect might be due to a strengthening of the memory trace of the standard that has been used for comparison with the reproduced duration.

6. Conclusions

With this study, it was examined how temporal expectations modify retrospective reproductions of a target interval. Four experiments were conducted wherein the target interval was preceded by a sequence of expectancy intervals. The number of the expectancy intervals, as well as their duration was varied between participants. It was assumed that the preceding intervals should establish within an individual a mental representation of their duration which should in turn affect the reproduction of the target interval. The target interval was the last interval presented in the sequence. After the sequence of presented intervals had stopped, the participants were asked to reproduce the target interval. The reproduction task was retrospective, that is, the participants did not know in advance that they finally had to judge a time interval.

Results of the study indeed suggest that during the experiments the participants established a mental representation of the expectancy interval. According to adaptation-level theory, the standard that was finally used as a comparison within the reproduction task is supposed to be the average of all presented durations (including the target duration) that were experienced in the course of the experiment. The findings obtained further suggest that the representation of the expectancy intervals was strengthened with more expectancy intervals preceding the target interval. Thus, the more expectancy intervals were presented, the less were the reproductions affected by the target duration itself. Again, this result is in line with the assumption made by adaptation-level theory that the adaptation level (which might serve as a standard for temporal judgments) is the average of all intervals experienced within the experimental session.

However, no assimilation effect occurred when differences between preceding intervals and the target duration were rather small. This result might be due to a comparatively small sample size, related to an expected effect being also rather small.

In the following, an attempt is made to evaluate how well the empirical results of this study fit the outcomes predicted by adaptation-level theory. Adaptation-level theory suggests both the arithmetic and the geometric mean as a potential rule of aggregation of presented (and hence, perceived) durations towards an internal standard which is used for duration judgments. In Figure 5, the arithmetic and the geometric means of all durations presented (i.e., the adaptation levels) as well as the mean reproduction times are plotted against the different conditions realized in the four experiments. Note that the order of conditions, displayed on the x-axis, depends on the corresponding amount of the adaptation level, which is ascending.

Figure 5 shows that there is no remarkable difference between the quantification of the adaptation level as either the arithmetic or the geometric mean of the durations presented. Moreover, according to adaptation-level theory, mean reproductions should be based on the adaptation level that has been established within an experimental condition. This was apparently true for all conditions realized, as is indicated by the increase of mean reproductions that corresponds with an increase of the amount of adaptation level. However, mean reproductions were almost always shorter.
than the adaptation level, except for conditions yielding the shortest amounts of adaptation level. This result resembles many data gathered from temporal reproduction (and other time-estimation tasks) where shorter intervals were “overestimated” and longer intervals were “underestimated”, a pattern of results that is known as “Vierordt’s law” (e.g., [28]). There are different approaches reported in the literature that offer explanations for the different judgments of short and long durations. For instance, [29] and [30] describe the relationship between reproduced duration and standard duration as a power function with an exponent below one, which results in more or less accurate reproductions of short standards and shortened reproductions of long standards. Others assume limitations of short-term memory as the major source of this judgment bias (e.g., [31, 32]). This assumption is based on findings where intervals shorter or up to three seconds were reproduced correctly or slightly longer, whereas reproductions of intervals longer than approximately three seconds were on average shortened.

Wearden [28] proposed that Vierordt-type effects might be due to both the duration of the motor response that is needed for making the judgment in temporal reproduction, and a decision threshold that defines at what difference between the standard and the presented duration an individual will start her motor response in order to terminate the duration presentation. In contrast to the short-term memory approach, Wearden’s model does not imply a certain duration (the “indifference” duration) at which judgments are accurate and beyond which they become more and more inaccurate. “internal standards” the value of the adaptation level was above five seconds, which is far beyond what is usually assumed for the capacity of short-term memory. However, the data do not allow for establishing a detailed model of temporal reproductions, and this is surely a challenge for further studies.

Results of this study, therefore, call for further investigations. One the one hand, it would be interesting to examine why small differences between preceding intervals and the target interval did not elicit a clear assimilation effect. A straightforward way in attempting to get an answer to this question is simply to raise the sample size. Another possibility is offered by increasing the number of preceding intervals, as results of Experiment 3 suggested that with a large number of preceding intervals, at least a slight, yet not significant assimilation effect was observed. On the other hand, it is not clear if and how the duration of the periods of activity (in contrast to the expectancy intervals) contributed to temporal judgments. As the duration of these periods was held constant, a differential effect on duration judgments was unlikely to occur. Nonetheless, its duration may have played a role in establishing the internal standard for duration judgments. Therefore, in future studies, variation of the duration of the period of activity should be employed.
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